EnREACHment Brochure Spring Session
**Apr 3 to May 25** *No Class: Apr 27 & May 11*
All registration must be completed by March 23. Payments can be made via Paypal or in the
Front Office with cash or check (made to Highline Academy) for the full amount due March
23 or before the first class. You can also make two equal payments totaling the full cost of
the class one before the first class and the other one due April 26. If you need a different
payment arrangement please contact Erika Paulino at epaulino@highlineacademy.org
Grade
K-2

Price

Room

$140
(7
Classes)

306

$120

501

Price

Room

Paint, Paint and More Paint Instructor: Margaret Enyert Let your inner artist out

$96

Art
Room

Video Buzz by Talk to the Camera Does your kid watch videos on YouTube? Kids learn

$160

301

Wednesday 2:15-3:30

Price

Room

Yoga Instructor: Rebecca Farnsworth Yoga has so many benefits for all ages.

$96

Library

Cooking class by Sticky Fingers When’s the last time you had Ethiopian food? Or yummy

$168

310

Monday 3:35-4:35
Problem Solving with LEGOS Instructor: Tara Whalen Learn to Build with

computerized Legos. Each week the students are given a mission that is tied to the science
standards we use in the classrooms. Students then use hands on modeling and programming in
order to find a workable solution. Learning blended with creativity creates an engaging hour of
fun!
K-8

Intro to Gardening Instructor: Beatriz Robles In this class students will explore the
ecology of the garden, talk about the importance of soil and purpose of compost, and learn
about seasonal garden tasks, including the yearly ritual of planting! We will use art, poetry,
and story in addition to shovels and hand hoes. Kids will get hands on experience in the HA
garden, helping to prepare for spring.

Grade
K-6

Tuesday 3:35-4:35
and paint something fun. We will be using watercolors, acrylics, tempera and even bleeding
paper to create masterpieces. We will work on a variety of surfaces using lots of different
techniques. We will be learning all about brushes, surfaces and mixing hues, tints and shades.

K-6

how to speak with presence ON CAMERA and create their own videos! Students collaborate
with the group, imagine, film & have FUN! Our professionals do the editing. We send you a
downloadable link when our editing process is complete.
Grade
K-5

Physically, it enhances your flexibility, strength, coordination, and body awareness. In this
class, we will exercise, laugh, connect more deeply with ourselves, and develop an intimate
relationship with the natural world that surrounds us.*Yoga mats are provided! **Class runs
until 3:15 pm**
K-8

Indian, Swedish or Colombian food? Guess what? Your kids can have a blast every week
discovering how easy and fun it is to prepare (and love to eat!) tasty, healthy globally-inspired
+ American Classic Sticky Fingers Cooking recipes! Let your child release their inner chef and
love learning to be inspired food explorers!

Grade

Wednesday 2:15-3:30

Price

Room

K-8

Chess club by Ken Allen Through chess kids get better at concentration, critical thinking,

$96

504

$200

302

creative problem-solving, planning ahead and making sound decisions.
3-8

Minecraft Modding by Coding with Kids Calling all Minecraft players! Building

Minecraft mods is a great way to learn programming, encourage creativity and enhance
problem solving skills. Each student will be given access to their private Minecraft server where
they can customize the game with their own world maps and game features. We will be using a
drag-and-drop programming environment to code mods (i.e. modifications), create new tools,
items, environments, non-playable characters, and more. Imagine, code, play! IMPORTANT
NOTICE: Students must have a Minecraft account set up before class starts. Computers as well
as license to the programming environment we will use in class, Code Kingdoms, will be
provided.
K-6

Cartooning Classes by Young Rembrandts There’s no better way to get a jump on

$106

spring than with our fun Young Rembrandts cartoon class. Your student will be exposed to the
excitement of drawing and animating dinosaur expressions and funny anime characters. These
drawings will delight our students as they learn how to draw dynamic figures and action-filled
scenes. Your funny bone will be tickled when you see the humorous, floral-inspired personas
created in our flower characters lesson. And we’ll have an enormous amount of fun as we draw
cartoon animals of all shapes and sizes doing their favorite hobbies. Sign up today!
Grade
K-5

Price

Room

Science experiments by Mad Science Spark imaginative learning when school is out!

$120

Science
Lab

Introduction to Karate by Enshin Karate Enshin mean “heart of the circle” in

$178

Library

Start Stitching Instructor: Margaret Enyert We will be sewing simple projects with

$120

Art
Room

Problem Solving with LEGOS Instructor: Tara Whalen Learn to Build with

$160

306

Calligraphy Arts and Motor Skills Instructor: Beatriz Robles Students show

$120

501

Thursday 3:35-4:35
Children watch spectacular demonstrations, engage in exciting hands-on activities,
participate in inquiry-based discussions and work on interesting take-home projects.

1-4

Art
Room

Japanese. It is a highly evolved style of martial arts that strives to “listen” to the hearts of
other people; working with their energy rather than fighting it.
4-8

needle and thread. Come learn the basics of hand and machine sewing. We will be learning
practical skills, buttons, hand stitching, maybe a bit of needlepoint, cross stitch, embroidery
and bead work also. We will do a bit of quilt piecing and stitching. Boys are welcome.
3-5

computerized Legos. Each week the students are given a mission that is tied to the science
standards we use in the classrooms. Students then use hands on modeling and programming in
order to find a workable solution. Learning blended with creativity creates an engaging hour
of fun!
K-8

significant improvement in their fine motor skills and fundamental to school readiness when
given greater exposure and practice in new and exciting fine motor activities. This class helps
children to strengthen hand muscles and hand control, to distinguish and strengthen their
dominant hand, and to ultimately gain confidence in their fine motor skills.

